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Wigner functions play a central role in the phase space formulation of quantum
mechanics. Although closely related to classical Liouville densities, Wigner func-
tions are not positive definite and may take negative values on subregions of phase
space. We investigate the accumulation of these negative values by studying
bounds on the integral of an arbitrary Wigner function over noncompact subregions
of the phase plane with hyperbolic boundaries. We show using symmetry tech-
niques that this problem reduces to computing the bounds on the spectrum associ-
ated with an exactly solvable eigenvalue problem and that the bounds differ from
those on classical Liouville distributions. In particular, we show that the total “qua-
siprobability” on such a region can be greater than 1 or less than zero. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1851971g
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction,1 the Wigner function has been the subject of extensive study in the
fields of quantum physics, quantum chemistry and signal analysis ssee Refs. 2–10 and references
thereind. Since Wigner functions represent quantum states on phase space, they play a key role in
the phase space formulation of quantum mechanics. They are also designed to closely resemble
the joint densities of position and momentum, known as Liouville densities, that are used in
classical mechanics. In quantum physics, such studies have been stimulated in recent times by the
development of quantum tomography, which has enabled the reconstruction of Wigner functions
corresponding to states of a variety of quantum systems.11 Such experimental observations have
confirmed that Wigner functions can be negative on subregions of phase space. This is one of
several properties that can be used to distinguish Wigner functions from classical Liouville den-
sities.
The study of these “quantum properties” has been approached in a number of ways including
calculations of pointwise bounds on Wigner functions and bounds on various moments.12–16 A
more recent development has been the study of bounds on integrals of the Wigner function over
subregions of the phase space,17–19 which we denote by G. We call such integrals quasiprobability
integrals sqpisd. For a given subregion S of G, the problem of determining best possible upper and
lower bounds on all possible qpis over S has been shown to be equivalent to the problem of
determining the supremum and infimum of the spectrum of the region operator associated with S.
This operator is just the image under Weyl’s quantization map20 of the characteristic function of S,
namely the function that equals 1 on S and 0 elsewhere on G. In the special case of a quantum
system with one linear degree of freedom, it has been shown that for any subregion of the phase
plane enclosed by an ellipse, the eigenvalue problem is exactly solvable and the bounds on qpis
can be obtained analytically for ellipses of arbitrary size.17
The determination of bounds on qpis is important not only because it provides information
about the structure of theoretically possible Wigner functions, which is a question of mathematical
interest, but also because an understanding of that structure provides checks on experimentally
determined Wigner functions. It is therefore of interest to know if there are other subregions of the
phase plane, and more generally of phase space, for which the spectrum of the associated region
operators, and hence the best-possible upper and lower bounds on all possible associated qpis, can
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be determined exactly. In this paper, we show that an exact formula for the spectrum of the region
operator, from which the bounds are easily obtained numerically, can be derived for subregions of
the phase plane with hyperbolic symmetry. The solvability of the eigenvalue problems for the
corresponding region operators, as in the case of elliptical subregions discussed earlier, relies on
the invariance of these regions under one-parameter subgroups of the metaplectic group Mps2,Rd
of transformations of the phase plane. This group consists of all real transformations of the form
T:sq,pd → sq8,p8d = saq + bp + q0,gq + dp + p0d , s1d
where ad−bg=1. In this paper, the subgroup of Mps2,Rd formed by the transformations
Ts : sq , pd→ ssq , p /sd ,s.0 is of particular importance.
Several illustrative examples of eigenvalue problems for hyperbolic regions are considered in
what follows, including the interesting limiting case of an infinite wedge. We shall be concerned
with quantum systems with one linear degree of freedom, described in terms of a Hilbert space of
states H, and with the properties of Wigner functions on the associated sq , pd phase plane G. We
are not concerned with dynamics, and consider each Wigner function at a fixed time. Dimension-
less phase plane coordinates sq , pd are used, and in effect we set "=1. Finally, we note that in the
absence of limits of integration, integrals are assumed to run from −‘ to ‘.
II. BOUNDS ON QUASIPROBABILITY INTEGRALS




E c¯ sq + tdcsq − tde2ipt dt . s2d
For a mixed state, the Wigner function is a convex linear combination of such integrals. It is
known that Wigner functions are bounded at every point sq , pdPG such that −1/płWsq , pd
ł1/p and that they satisfy the normalization conditions
E
G
W dq dp = 1, 0 ł E
G




where the value 1/2p is attained if and only if W corresponds to a pure state.
More generally, an operator Aˆ is unitarily related to a phase space function Asq , pd by the
Weyl–Wigner transform21 and its inverse,
A = WsAˆ d, Aˆ = W−1sAd . s3d
Here W−1 is Weyl’s quantization map and W is such that the Wigner function corresponding to a
quantum density operator rˆ is given by Wr=Wsrˆd / s2pd. In this paper we make extensive use of
the configuration realization, in which Aˆ can be expressed as an integral operator
sAˆ cdsxd =E AKsx,ydcsyddy . s4d
We refer to the function AKsx ,yd as the configuration kernel of Aˆ . It is related to the phase space
function Asq , pd by the formulas22,23
Asq,pd =E AKsq − y/2,q + y/2deipy dy , s5d
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2p E Assx + yd/2,pdeipsx−yd dp , s6d
which provide an explicit realization of the transformations s3d.
An important property of Wigner functions is that quantum averages on phase space take the
same form as classical averages, if Asq , pd is the phase space representation of a quantum observ-
able Aˆ , then its quantum average in the state with density operator rˆ and corresponding Wigner
function Wr is given by
kAˆ l = TrsAˆ rˆd = E
G
Wrsq,pdAsq,pddq dp . s7d
The qpi of a Wigner function W over a subregion S of G may be written as the functional
QSfWg = E
S
Wsq,pddq dp . s8d
Note that the integral on the right-hand side can be rewritten in terms of the characteristic function




and, by comparing with s7d, we can write
QSfWg = kxˆsl , s9d




2p E xSssx + yd/2,pdeipsx−yd dp . s10d
Since the expectation value of a quantum operator always lies between the extremal values of
its spectrum, we deduce from s9d that QSfWg must lie between the infimum and the supremum of
the spectrum of xˆS. Moreover, as the spectral bounds on the expectation value of an operator can
be approached arbitrarily closely with normalized states in H, these bounds are best-possible.
Hence the best-possible bounds on the qpi functional QS are provided by the extremal solutions to
the integral equation
sxˆScdsxd =E xS,Ksx,ydcsyddy = lcsxd s11d
that defines the eigenvalue problem for xˆS.
For a general region S, the integral equation s11d is not exactly solvable and the bounds on its
spectrum must be obtained by using computational methods. However, there is a subclass of
regions for which the sgeneralizedd eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be determined exactly.
This subclass is the set of regions that are each invariant under a one-parameter subgroup of the
metaplectic sor linear canonicald group of transformations s1d of the phase plane. Any such trans-
formation U has the special property that its inverse Weyl–Wigner transform Uˆ =W−1sUd is a
unitary sand thus spectrum preservingd operator acting on H. If a subregion S of G is invariant
under a metaplectic transformation, then it follows that the associated region operator xˆS is in-
variant under the corresponding unitary operation Uˆ , that is generated by an operator rˆ of no
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greater than the second degree in qˆ and pˆ. It follows that fxˆS , rˆg=0 and hence that the eigenfunc-
tions of xˆS may be chosen so that they are also eigenfunctions of rˆ. These are readily obtained by
solving the eigenvalue problem for rˆ.
This approach can be applied to regions that are bounded by ellipses, hyperbolas, parabolas,
and straight lines. fIf the boundary is composed of several curves, then each curve must be
invariant under the same one-parameter subgroup of Mps2,Rd.g In the case of elliptical regions,
the best-possible bounds have already been described,17 while the fact that the marginal distribu-
tions of the Wigner function are true probability density functions24 implies that integrals over
regions bounded by parallel straight lines must lie in the interval f0, 1g. In this paper, we consider
the problem of determining the best-possible bounds on qpis over regions with hyperbolic bound-
aries.
III. BEST-POSSIBLE BOUNDS ON QPIS FOR HYPERBOLIC REGIONS
In order to demonstrate our technique for constructing the bounds on qpis, we begin with a
simple example. Let Ck be the hyperbolic curve consisting of all points that satisfy
qp = k, k ø 0, s12d
as depicted in part sad of Fig. 1. Note that Ck is itself composed of two curves, namely Ck
+
, which
lies in the positive sq , pd quadrant of G and Ck
−
, which lies in the negative sq , pd quadrant of G. It
is clear that the curves Ck
± are separately invariant under the action of the transformation
Ts : sq , pd→ ssq , p /sd for all s.0.
Now consider the subregion Sk that contains all points in G such that qpøk, qø0, which is
indicated by the shaded region in part sad of Fig. 1. Since this region can be viewed as the union
of all hyperbolic curves Cl
+ with løk, it is itself invariant under the action of Ts. In order to apply
this symmetry to the problem of determining the bounds on qpis over Sk, we must first construct
the corresponding region operator, which we denote by xˆk. Note that the characteristic function on
Sk, may be written as
xk = H1, qp ø k, q ø 00, otherwise J = HsqdHsp − k/qd , s13d
where H is the Heaviside function. Using s6d, the configuration kernel for the region operator can
be determined ssee the Appendix for detailsd:
xk,Ksx,yd = HS x + y2 De2ikfsx−yd/sx+ydgF12dsx − yd − 12pisx − ydG , s14d
and hence the bounds on qpis are given by the spectral bounds associated with the integral
equation




, while in sbd the infinite wedge S0 is depicted.
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e2ikfsx−yd/sx+ydgF12dsx − yd − 12pisx − ydGcsyddy = mcsxd . s15d
We know, however, that the region operator xˆk is invariant under the set of operator transfor-
mations that correspond to the subgroup of Mps2,Rd formed by Ts ,s.0. Since the effect of Ts
is to squeeze position and stretch momentum sor vice versad while preserving the canonical
commutation relations, the corresponding operator transformation, up to an unimportant phase, is
given by the squeezing operator Uˆ s=expsi log ssqˆpˆ+ pˆqˆd /2d. This implies that xˆk commutes with
Uˆ s for all s.0, and hence
fxˆk,vˆg = 0, vˆ = sqˆpˆ + pˆqˆd/2.
It follows that the eigenfunctions of xˆk can be chosen such that they are also eigenfunctions of vˆ.
We can then obtain a partial solution to the integral equation s15d by solving the equation vˆc
=vc. A number of results connected with this problem can be found in a paper of Chruscinski.25




= Siv − 12Dc . s16d
The solutions of this equation are complex-valued linear combinations of the functions
cv
+sxd = 5 1˛2p e
iv loguxu
uxu1/2
, x . 0,
0, x , 0,
6 cv−sxd = 50, x . 0,1˛2p eiv loguxuuxu1/2 , x , 0. 6 s17d
Here v can take any real value. These solutions are generalized functions and are elements of the
space of tempered distributions G8,26 of which H is a proper subspace. The factor 1 /˛2p is
inserted to ensure that scv
±
,cv8
± d=dsv−v8d. Since they have disjoint support, cv+ and cv8
−
are
orthogonal for all v,v8PR. Note that, since loguxu→−‘ as uxu→0, the eigenfunctions become
highly oscillatory in the neighborhood of the origin and are undefined at uxu=0, due to the uxu1/2
term in the denominator.
Since the cv
± form two independent families of solutions to s16d, the eigenfunctions of xˆk are
not yet fully determined. In order to construct these solutions, we must solve the reduced eigen-
value problem




where av ,bvPC. In order to solve s18d, we must first determine the action of xˆk on the two-
dimensional subspace Gv8 of G8 spanned by cv+ and cv−, xˆkscv+ ,cv−dT=Asv ,kdscv+ ,cv−dT, where
Asv ,kd is given by the matrix
Asv,kd = SA11sv,kd A12sv,kdA21sv,kd A22sv,kd D . s19d
The matrix elements of Asv ,kd can be computed by using the configuration realization of xˆk,
details of which are presented in the Appendix. It so happens that the matrix elements of Asv ,kd
depend on the functions dsv ,kd and asv ,kd, that are given by
dsv,kd =
1
2Ftanhspvd + 14pIHRC0 eivz−2ik cothsz/2dcoshsz/2d dzJG , s20d
where C0 is any closed path in the complex plane that contains only the pole at z=0, and
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p S evt−2k tanst/2d
sinst/2d
−
cossvt − 2k tanhst/2dd
sinhst/2d Ddt − Ep




The above formula is written in this way, because the individual terms in the first integral are
singular at t=0, whereas their difference is well defined. In terms of these functions, we may
expand Asv ,kd as
Asv,kd = S 12 + dsv,kd 12fasv,kd + ie−pvs 12 + dsv,kddg1
2fasv,kd − ie−pvs 12 + dsv,kddg 0
D . s22d
Hence the spectrum of the region operator xˆk splits into positive and negative parts, which we
label by m+sv ,kd and m−sv ,kd, respectively,
m±sv,kd =
1
2f 12 + dsv,kd ± ˛s 12 + dsv,kdd2s1 + e−2pvd + asv,kd2g . s23d
Of particular interest are the functions Lk=infvPR m−sv ,kd and Uk=supvPR m+sv ,kd, since they
provide the best-possible bounds on qpis over the hyperbolic regions Sk. Although it does not seem
possible to obtain exact expressions for these functions, it is not difficult to compute the bounds
after first evaluating a and d numerically.
These bounds are graphed in Fig. 2 for k in the range f0, 5g from which we conclude that the
upper bound on qpis over Sk remains close to but greater to 1 for all k and that this difference is
greatest when k=0 ssee insetd. The lower bound displays a more marked difference from the
classical bound of 0, reaching a minimum value of −0.3089 at approximately k=1.9, before rising
again. A surprising result is that the lower bound does not approach 0 for large values of k.
Nonetheless, this appears to be a characteristic feature of bounds on qpis for many classes of
regions.27
The infinite wedge: An interesting subclass of hyperbolic regions is provided by taking the
limit as k→0. The region S0 so obtained is precisely the positive sq , pd quadrant of G, as depicted
FIG. 2. sColor onlined Graph of the best-possible bounds on qpis over Sk for k in the range 0 to 5. The inset graph, with
k in the range 0 to 0.2, shows that the upper bound lies above 1, but converges rapidly to 1 as k increases.
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in part sbd of Fig. 1. Note that when k=0, the functions d and a take a simplified form,
sdsv,0dd = 12 tanhspvd, asv,0d = −
1
2 tanhspvd + usvd , s24d







v2 + s4n + 1d2
.
If we now apply these simplifications to the spectral formula s23d, we obtain the spectrum for xˆ0:
m±sv,0d =
1
4 s1 + tanhspvd ± ˛s2usvd − tanhspvdd2 + s1 + tanhspvdd2d , s25d
which is graphed in Fig. 3. The infimum and supremum can then be determined numerically, and
to an accuracy of ±5310−10, we have that
− 0.155 939 843 , Q0fWg , 1.007 679 970. s26d
An interesting point is that these bounds are also best-possible when applied to regions
defined by infinite wedges. This equivalence is due to two factors: first, by an appropriate meta-
plectic transformation T, the region S0 can be transformed into any infinite wedge with half-angle
a,p /2. Second, the operator transformation Uˆ T that corresponds to T is unitary, and thus the
spectrum of xˆ0 is preserved under its action. This implies that the spectrum of any region operator
corresponding to an infinite wedge is given by s25d. As a consequence, the integral of a Wigner
function over any infinite wedge must lie between the bounds given in s26d. Bounds on the
spectrum of similar operators have been considered before, in the context of the quantum phase
operator21 and in connection with studies of probability backflow29 but not to the same level of
precision.
FIG. 3. sColor onlined Graph of the spectrum of xˆ0 which, as labeled, splits into the curves m+sv ,0d and m−sv ,0d.
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IV. EXAMPLES INVOLVING TWO BOUNDARY CURVES
As a second example, consider the slightly more complicated case of a region with a boundary
composed of two curves with Ts symmetry. There are several possible forms that such a region
can take,27 however, we will concentrate on just the subcase for which the boundary curves lie in
positive and negative sq , pd quadrants, as shown in part sad of Fig. 4.
In order to further simplify matters, we assume that both curves are labeled by the variable k.
We label the class of regions that remain by Sk,2 and note that this region may be written in terms
of the region Sk as
Sk,2 = Sk + RpsSkd , s27d
where Rp denotes a rotation through an angle p. Note that Rp : sq , pd→ s−q ,−pd and that the
operator that corresponds to this transformation under the Weyl–Wigner transform is just the parity
operator Pˆ , which acts on the canonical coordinate and momentum operators according to
Pˆ qˆPˆ = − qˆ, Pˆ pˆPˆ = − pˆ .
Due to the linearity of the Weyl quantization map, this implies that the region operator that
corresponds to Sk,2 may be expressed as
xˆk,2 = xˆk + Pˆ xˆkPˆ . s28d
This operator also commutes with vˆ, and hence its eigenstates can be chosen such that they are
some linear combination of cv
±
. In order to find the correct linear combination, we must first
determine the matrix representation of xˆk,2 on the subspace spanned by cv
±
. This turns out to quite




. Thus the matrix representation
of xˆk,2 is given by
A2sv,kd = Asv,kd + S0 11 0 DAsv,kdS0 11 0 D = S
1
2 + dsv,kd asv,kd
asv,kd 12 + dsv,kd
D . s29d




2 + dsv,kd ± uasv,kdu , s30d
In this case, the eigenfunctions are odd and even combinations of cv
±
, and are independent of k,
c2,v






which indicates that the operators xˆk,2 commute for all kø0.
FIG. 4. Regions bounded by two hyperbolic curves, in sad the hyperbolic region Sk,2 is shown while in sbd the double
wedge S0,2 is depicted.
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The properties of the spectrum in this case vary somewhat from the preceding example. In
particular, m2,−sv ,kd is not restricted to negative values and, similarly, m2,+sv ,kd is not strictly
positive, although clearly the inequality m2,+sv ,kdøm2,−sv ,kd holds for all vPR, kø0. Since the
bounds on qpis over Sk,2 are given by the infimum Lk,2 and supremum Uk,2 of the spectrum of xˆk,2,
it is these functions that are of primary importance in the context of this paper. Again, closed-form
expressions do not appear to exist, so we must resort to computational techniques in evaluating
these functions, the results of which are graphed in Fig. 5. In this case, the upper bound is well in
excess of 1 for small values of k, but rapidly approaches 1 as k increases. The lower bound, on the
other hand, dips initially, reaching a minimum of −0.4014 at k=0.4 before rising again, and
appears to approach a finite negative value near to −0.3 as k→‘.
Double wedges: It is again of interest to consider in more detail the limit as k→0 of the region
Sk,2. The resulting region S0,2 is the union of the positive and negative sq , pd quadrants fas shown
in part sbd of Fig. 4g, and one might guess that qpis over such a region should be positive,24 since
it appears to be composed from the union of a set of infinite straight lines, over which the integral
of the Wigner function is known to be positive. However, since these lines cross at the origin one
cannot immediately apply this result and it will be shown that the true bounds on qpis lie signifi-
cantly outside the f0,1g interval to which classical probabilities are restricted.
The region operator that corresponds to xˆ0,2 may be expressed in terms of xˆ0 as xˆ0,2= xˆ0





± Uusvd − tanhspvd2 U . s32d
This spectrum is graphed in Fig. 6, and from this one sees that the function m2=
1
2 +usvd passes
through both the infimum and the supremum of the spectrum of xˆ0,2. Since usvd is an odd
function, we need only calculate its global maximum in order to determine the bounds on qpis
over S0,2. Using computational techniques, this value can be obtained to great accuracy, and we
find that the best-possible bounds saccurate to ±5310−10d on qpis over S0,2 are
FIG. 5. sColor onlined Graph of the best-possible bounds on qpis over Sk,2 for k in the range 0 to 5.
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− 0.236 823 652 , Qa,2fWg , 1.236 823 652. s33d
Note that the upper and lower bounds sum to 1 since they are symmetric about 1 /2. This sym-
metry can be explained by noting that if one rotates the region S0,2 through an angle p /2, then one
obtains its complement: i.e., Rp/2sS0,2d=G /S0,2=S0,2c . Note that the integral of a Wigner function
over G=SłSc is normalized to 1. Now, since the operator equivalent of a rotation is a unitary
transformation, the region operator that corresponds to the complement of S0,2 has precisely the
spectrum given in s32d. Accordingly, the spectrum of xˆ0,2 must consist of pairs that sum to 1 and,
in particular, the upper and lower bounds on this spectrum must be symmetric about 1 /2.
As in the case of the region S0, the bounds on qpis over S0,2 can be applied to a wider class
of regions. We shall refer to elements of this wider class as double wedges, since they are formed
by taking the union of an infinite wedge with its rotation through an angle p. By applying the
appropriate metaplectic transformation, we can transform S0,2 into any double wedge. The corre-
sponding operator transformation is unitary and preserves the spectrum of xˆ0,2, so that the spec-
trum of any region operator corresponding to a double wedge is given by s32d. Accordingly, the
integral of any Wigner function over an arbitrary double wedge must satisfy the inequality given
in s33d.
V. CONCLUSION
The problem of constructing best-possible bounds on integrals of the Wigner function is not
only of mathematical interest, but should be of practical significance in providing checks on
experimentally reconstructed quantum states. Since our approach to the problem relies on speci-
fying the region to be integrated over, it is important to identify the types of region for which the
bounds can be easily computed. In this paper, we have considered several examples of regions
with a hyperbolic symmetry for which the bounds can be computed numerically from the spectrum
of an exactly solvable integral equation. We have demonstrated that the bounds on integrals of the
Wigner function for these regions are not equivalent to those on integrals of true probability
density functions. In particular, the lower bound is significantly below zero in all cases, although
it lacks the scalloped effect arising from eigenvalue crossings as seen in the bounds for elliptical
FIG. 6. sColor onlined Spectrum of the double wedge operator xˆ0,2.
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discs.17 The upper bound also rises above 1 although for the most part the difference between its
value and the classical bound is very small. This contrasts with the case of the disc, for which the
upper bound always remains below 1.
The results herein can also be extended to more complicated regions with boundaries given by
an arbitrary number of hyperbolic curves sharing the same symmetry,27 for example, the regions
shown in Fig. 7. The problem of determining the spectrum is essentially the same but the matrix
representations for operators corresponding to regions with many boundaries are functions of
many variables and hence the behavior of the bounds is much more difficult to characterize.
APPENDIX
The configuration kernels that correspond to s13d take the form
xk,Ksx,yd =





x + yDeisx−ydp dp . sA1d
This integral can be computed in a generalized sense,30 and we find that
xk,Ksx,yd = HS x + y2 De2ikfsx−yd/sx+ydgF12dsx − yd − 12pisx − ydG . sA2d
This expression for the configuration kernel of xˆk enables us to determine the action of xˆk on
the space Gv8 frecall that this is given by the matrix Asv ,kd defined in s19dg. In this representation




e2ikfsx−yd/sx+ydgF12dsx − yd − 12pisx − ydGcvsyd dy . sA3d
If we substitute cv=avcv
+ +bvcv
−
, then we find that the action of xˆk when x,0 differs from that













e2ikfsx−yd/sx+ydgF12dsx − yd − 12pisx − ydG eiv log y˛2py dy .
It is immediately clear that A22sv ,kd=0, since the x.0 case involves only av.
FIG. 7. Examples of generalized hyperbolic regions are shown in sad–scd.
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The other integrals can be simplified and this process leads to the following expression for the
matrix elements of A:
Asv,kd = S 12 + dsv,kd 12 fasv,kd + ibsv,kdg1
2 fasv,kd − ibsv,kdg 0
D , sA4d
















‘ cossvt − 2k cothst/2dd
coshst/2d
dt . sA7d
Note, however, that although the integrands of a and b are bounded for all t, they become highly
oscillatory in the neighborhood of the origin, which poses difficulties for numerical schemes.
These problems can be alleviated by using the technique of contour integration.







where C is the contour shown in part sad of Fig. 8. Although the contour is divided into four parts,
only the integrals along the real axis contribute, since the contributions from the semicircular










and as a result, bsv ,kd=RhICj /2.
We can make use of the residue theorem in evaluating IC,
IC = 2pi o Res fszd , sA10d
where fszd is the integrand in sA8d. Note that fszd has two distinct classes of residues, simple poles
at z= s2n+1dpi and essential singularities at z=2mpi, with mPZ. The contour C encloses only
the simple poles with nø0 and the essential singularities with mø1, and hence the sum in sA10d
is over the residues at these points.
It is easy to evaluate the residues at the simple poles and we find that the total contribution
from the simple poles inside C is given by
FIG. 8. The contours used in evaluating the functions bsv ,kd, asv ,kd, and dsv ,kd, in sad the semicircular contour C, in sbd
the contour C8 used to relate bsv ,kd to dsv ,kd, and in scd an example of a contour C0 for evaluating Rsv ,kd.
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where Rsv ,kd is the residue of fszd associated with the essential singularity at the origin.
Ordinarily, one might try to evaluate this residue by constructing the Laurent series for fszd,
however in this case the coth term in the exponential makes this extremely difficult. However, one
may use the residue theorem in reverse and evaluate Rsv ,kd by considering the integral of fszd







The rapid oscillations due to the coth term do not appear in this calculation, and due to its finite
range this integral can be rapidly evaluated to a high degree of accuracy using numerical tech-
niques.
If we now collect the results for the residues together, we discover that
bsv,kd =
sechspvd
2 F1 + e−pv2 IhRsv,kdjG . sA14d
Note that in deriving these results it has been assumed that vø0. A similar procedure swith the
semicircular contour defined in the lower half-planed enables us to extend the validity of sA14d to
all vPR.
In order to obtain superior expressions for the functions asv ,kd and dsv ,kd, we choose
another contour fsee part sbd of Fig. 8g, this time involving five curves. However, we know from
the above calculation that the integral over e0 vanishes, which leaves four curves to consider. Of
these, the integral over the imaginary axis from 0 to p results in a pure imaginary contribution Ip,
while the integral over e1 contributes −1/2 in the limit as e1→0. The integral over the positive
real axis is equal to bsv ,kd+asv ,kdi in the limit as e0→0, while the contribution from the line
spi ,pi+‘d can be expressed as −exps−pvdsdsv ,kd+ I‘id.
By equating the real parts, we find that
bsv,kd = e−pvs 12 + dsv,kdd . sA15d
This leads to the expression s20d for dsv ,kd and the expression s22d for the matrix A. If we equate
the imaginary parts, then we discover that












‘ cossvt − 2k tanhst/2dd
sinhst/2d
dt . sA18d
Neither Ip nor I‘ are well defined, but their difference is, and provided one expresses asv ,kd as in
s21d, the singularities of these integrals are avoided.
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